Go beyond the usual videoconferencing and explore a unique and meaningful virtual co-creation experience
We design and facilitate your corporate virtual strategy and
innovation workshops - from 10 – 100 leaders
✓ We help you co-create your future by involving your most important
stakeholders. We embed your event into a tailored co-creative strategy
process, involving all stakeholder views and necessary experts.
✓ We offer a tailored design and facilitation of your senior management
strategy workshops. You can count on our longstanding experience in
designing and enabling meaningful senior management dialogue and
engagement.
✓ Private and confidential. If you need and prefer, we offer you a highlysecure IT environment, with the necessary co-creative features and
sensitivity to your data privacy needs. It allows for a confidential, closeddoor environment, and at the same time, you to involve external expert
speakers and guests from all over the world.
✓ Inspiring actionable insights and experience, and a common spirit. We
ensure that your event helps to unfold a partnering spirit and inspires
participants to take actions and commitments as results.
✓ Professional digital event management. We provide a professional
digital event management, from registration of participants up to
hosting, producing and orchestrating all digital channels and tools –
depending on size and scale.

Why trust us?
At Human Facts, we offer longstanding experience and expertise in cocreative strategy, leadership and digital learning. On top of that, we partner
with high-level senior experts in providing customized technical
infrastructure sensitive to European standards of IT Security and Data
Privacy, as well as professional multi-media production and digital event
management services.
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This offering will be helpful if…
This offering will be helpful for your
organization if you answer one of these
questions with “yes”:
→ Did you communicate your strategy but

your leaders are not sufficiently engaged
in bringing it to life?

→ Do you need to refresh and reshape your

strategic direction and would it benefit
from multiple perspectives and impulses,
including outside views?

→ Do you want to engage in an open

innovation workshop with external
experts?

→ Are your leaders exhausted and is a

common spirit missing?

→ Do you fear losing key talents?

Let us get in touch!
Looking forward to hearing from you and
exploring together how we can best assist you.

welcome@human-facts.com
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HUMAN FACTS AG
We are a Swiss-based boutique management consultancy, specialized in
organization-wide change and transformation engagement for over 10 years.
That’s what we do. What makes us different is how we do it: with a collaborative
leadership approach. With our collaborative process methodology, tools and
analytics, we work systematically across all levels: from boards, executive
leadership, senior and mid-level management through to the individual
contributor. All with one goal: to create a trusting, accountable and thriving
partnership
among
all
stakeholders
from
the
beginning.
We commit 1% of our revenues to approved non-profit partners supporting
environmental solutions.
Human Facts is a certified Women Owned Business.

THE ART AND SCIENCE OF MULTI-STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

